©Theatermuseum Wien

©Hussein Chalayan, Etienne Tordoir

©ModeMuseum Provincie Antwerpen

©Filmoteka Narodowa
©Royal Museums Greenwich

Are you a Fashion, Culture, Art, Heritage, Sport, Music, landscape lover?
Are you a student, a professional from Educational or Cultural communities?
Are you curious and want to discover European Cultural Heritage?
Join our CrowdHeritage campaigns!

WWW.CROWDHERITAGE.EU
Created by European project CrowdHeritage , this platform aims to develop the users experience thanks to participative
annotations, depending on the type of content, missing metadata, and validate existing annotations in a user-friendly way.

The open platform CrowdHeritage aims to allow everyone to participate in the enrichment of digital cultural
heritage content stored in many cultural institutions across Europe. For each campaign, the contributors can
improve collections' metadata by tagging and annotating places, subjects or even colors of images.
Join us and together let's enhance the content of European digital collections!

Discover the campaigns !
©Hussein Chalayan,
Etienne Tordoir

01/10/19 - 30/11/19

Catwalk colours :
Validate the automatically extracted colours of the outfits
in these catwalk photos from three iconic couture
collections in the EFHA archive.

15/10/19 - 14/12/19

Representations of famous composers :
Identify famous composers depicted in the picture such as
Liszt, Bach, Beethoven or Mozart !

© Bodleian Libraries,
University of Oxford

15/10/19 - 14/12/19

Early musical instruments :
Use your talent to tag the instruments you see in the
picture !
Fashion garments' type :
Add and validate the object type of historical fashion
garments !

©ModeMuseum
Provincie Antwerpen

21/10/19 - 20/12/19

© Maurice-Louis
Branger / Roger Viollet

04/11/19 - 3/01/20

Sports and leisure :
Identify, validate or add the types of sport, the description
of sport events, equipment, garment etc. that are
presented in the image.

Cities and landscapes :
Describe the types of buildings, means of transports,
landscapes, geographical elements and crafts !

© MCA/Marine Baron

CrowdHeritage Partners :

Best contributers
will get a r€ward !

CrowdHeritage is a European project
supported by European Union under the
framework of the CEF Telecom program
- Generic Services
You have questions? Contact us
at crowdheritage@image.ntua.gr

Follow us on Twitter : @CrowdHeritageEU

© Benaki Museum

04/11/19 - 3/01/20

